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Abstract

The weakness of law enforcement in international law often causes countermeasure, not only done by injured state but also by third party. Countermeasure is not only done by injured state but also by non-injured states. In this research, the two research questions are formulated: countermeasure regulations in international law and countermeasures legality by third party. This research applied normative legal research method conducted through library research. This research used legislation, historical and conceptual approach. Then, the data were analyzed qualitatively and the results of the study were analytically descriptively presented. The result of this research shows that countermeasure by injured state has been accepted under certain conditions. However, Countermeasure done by the third party remains controversial which means that the obscurity requires further regulation to avoid the abusive action.
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Introduction

At the end of 2016 the international community was struck by the death of the Russian Ambassador to Turkey, who was shot dead by a member of the riot police in Ankara. Turkish police motive toward the issues is to countermeasure against Russian policy that support the regime of Bashar al-Assad to massacre civil society in Aleppo, Syria. This vengeful act is included into countermeasure by a third party.

Another example is terrorism acts to countries whose policies are considered unfair to the Muslim community. For instance, the bombing of American and French troop barracks in Beirut, Lebanon, occurred on October 23rd 1983, when two truckloads of bombs burst through the barracks of the two troops in separate places. The raid killed 299 American and French troops. Next, the Attack on the Twin Towers of the World Trade Center September 11th 2001 bombing and the Qadaifi's assets freeze and Libyan central bank assets by Switzerland in


February 2011 which was followed by the United States in response to Qadaffi’s violence against civilians in Libya. The same form of countermeasure was also perpetrated by the European Community against the asset from Al-Assad presidents and Syrian central bank in May 2011, in response to mass human rights violation and massive humanitarian law carried out by the regime of Bashar al-Assad in Syria. Furthermore, in November 2011 Arab League decided to suspend Syria membership and freeze the assets of government and senior officials as well as implementing a ban on civil aviation. Countermeasure occurred in various economic sectors was also conducted by the European Community in March 2014 against Russia which was deemed to commit destabilization in Ukraine.

International law does not clearly regulate the countermeasure committed by third party. Article 48 on Draft articles on the State Responsibility for International Wrongfully Act (ARSIWA) allows other parties, injured States, to hold perpetrators accountable for breaches of liability to the entire international community. What is formulated in article 48 ARSIWA is reaffirmed in UN General Assembly resolution 56/83 of 2002 on the Responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts adopted by the UN General Assembly on 28 January 2002. There is no editorial difference between what is stipulated in article 48 ARSIWA and article 48 of UNGA 56/83 of 2002, which means that what is formulated in ARSIWA is fully accepted by the UN General Assembly. Article 48 (1) ARSIWA complies with Article 42 ARSIWA which regulates the right of injured state to hold accountable.

Article 49 Draft article on the responsibility of international organizations (DARIO) 2011 also allows a State or international organization to hold accountability to other international organizations that violate the obligations held by the international community as a whole.

However, the articles above leave some questions such as who is meant by injured state as well as a third party? What kind of offense liability that enables parties which are not harmed ask for responsibility? Can countermeasure be done by using armed violence? And there are some more questions. However, this study does not intend to examine and answer all questions. The following research limits itself only to the arrangement of countermeasure, especially in the arrangement of countermeasure by third party in international law. The following article does not intend to address all of the above issues, rather, it will only focus on two issues concerning regulation of countermeasure in international law and the legality of countermeasure acts by third party in international law.

Discussion
Sanctions, Retorsions and Countermeasures in International Law

Lack of structured formal institutions such as compulsory legislative, judicial and enforcement procedure often leads to attacks on the existence of international law as a real law. International law is seen nothing more than a system of moral values and principles.

International law is not a real law, it is only as a positive moral force proposed by John Austin decades ago. Austin stated that international law is just a positive morality since it does not have sovereignty as well as sanctions. Responding the statement, Fitzmaurice argued:

---
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“Law’ is not ‘law’ because it is enforced: it is enforced because it is ‘law’; and enforcement would otherwise be illegal...”  

A view which claimed that international law cannot work due to lack of sanctions is unacceptable since according to anthropologist and sociologist, there are many factors causing public compliance to the law and not only fear to the sanctions. The problem is actually more on the effectiveness of international law than the issue of qualification as a law or not. Sanctions are well known in international law. ARSIWA 2001 firmly states that: 

“the responsible State is under an obligation to make full reparation for the injury caused by the internationally wrongful act”

This is already a codification of customary international laws relating to reparations that can be traced, in the case of the Chorzow Factory, which was decided by the Permanent Court of International Justice in 1927. There are some technical terminologies found in international law related to sanctions. Some of them are sanction, reprisal, retorsion, and countermeasure. Generally sanction is often understood as every action done by an international or national law or to punish them for violating international law. The term of sanction is often limited to an action done by an international organization relating to the implementation of organization rules. For instance, sanctions from the Security Council concerned to chapter VII of the UN Charter where the sanctions are mentioned in Article 41 of the Charter and the implementation will be monitored by the UN Security Council’s Sanctions Committee.

African Union adopts 11 situations where organizations are able to implement the sanctions to their members. The practice of countries shows that the terms of sanctions tends to be referred as a sanction under international organization supervision as a punishment of a breach done by a country. In fact, long before sanction decade was introduced which refers to sanctions from international organizations, the practice of countries has already applied economic sanction which is considered “less dangerous than military force, but more serious-and sometimes more effective-than diplomacy alone”.

As stated earlier besides sanctions, retorsion, reprisal and countermeasures are recognized. Retorsion is a legitimate but unfriendly act undertaken in response to the injurious act of another country, for instance diplomatic termination, recalling of ambassadors, expulsion of foreigners; Application of travel restrictions; Import export restrictions; suspended development assistance and others. Different from retorsion, reprisal known as countermeasure is an illegal action, however it is justified in the name of a response to an international legal action taken beforehand by another party. Countermeasures are legitimate reprisals, self-protection action or self-help. In contrast, nowadays the use of reprisal
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is limited on the law of belligerent reprisals which involves the use of force. Furthermore, countermeasure is limited on non-forcible measures.21

The definition of countermeasure found in ARSIWA commentary: a feature of a decentralized system by which injured state may seek to vindicate its rights and to restore the legal relationship with the responsible State which has been ruptured by the international wrongful act.22 A similar definition is given by the UN that defines Countermeasures as: “a typical element in a decentralized system through which a harmed State can seek to redress its rights, alongside the restoration of the primary legal relationship with the State responsible for the internationally illicit act.”23

As for international practice, countermeasure is understood as:

“the reactions of a State to a behavior by another State that considered harmful to its interests. In this fashion, the purpose of such reactions is to restore the state prior to the breach while simultaneously restoring the legal balance that was destabilized by the illicit action.”24

The acknowledgement of Countermeasure by international law can be seen in the formulation of Article 22 ARSIWA 2001.25 Although in fact countermeasures itself is an internationally wrongful act but it is excluded from demand for accountability by a reason of restoring an already disturbed balance, aid and protection for self, reciprocal, to urge the country to stop the violence, and to guarantee not to repeat the violence in the future.26

Acceptance of countermeasures practice can be seen in Gabicikovo-Nagymaros Project case. Besides, it can also be found in arbitral awards especially in Naulii case; Cyse; and Air Service Agreement.27 International Court also never condemned United States for doing economic pressure towards Iran as the response of hostage of America’s diplomats in Teheran.28

Although acknowledging the existence of countermeasure yet ARISWA Commentary strictly restricts the implementation of it. First, Countermeasures are only allowed for non forcible measures. This case is regulated in Article 50 paragraph 1a ARISWA which states that in doing the countermeasures, it is obliged to refrain from using threat or violence as it has been regulated in UN Charter. This provision reflects the fundamental ban in humanitarian law banning reprisal to individual. The reprisal ban can be found in Jenewa Convention 1929, Jenewa Convention 1949 and also additional 1 Protocol year 1977.29 Even though there is a serious breach to international law, such as aggression, the reprisal is still unjustified.30

Second, Countermeasures must remain respectful to fundamental obligation of human rights’ protection.31 In this case ILC refers to General Comment (1977) the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights on the effect of economic sanctions on civilian populations and especially on children and also to Article 54 (1) Protocol additional 1 year 1977 which sets that: “starvation of civilians as a method of warfare is prohibited”.

Third, countermeasures shall not violate reprisal ban in humanitarian law.32 Fourth, countermeasures can only be done by injured state toward the responsible state to force the state to stop its international law breach of
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obligation and do the reparation. This matter is confirmed in United Nations, Reports of International Arbitral Awards (UNRIA), Volume II, 1011 year 1928 in case Nautilia. Countermeasures are not meant to condemn the responsible state but as a means to achieve the obedience to international law. International court in the Gabčíkovo Nagymaros Project case states that. In order to be justifiable, a countermeasure must meet certain conditions. In the first place it must be taken in response to a previous international wrongful act of another State and must be directed against that State.

Fifth, countermeasures are only allowed to address to the responsible state, in this case is the state that did the internationally wrongful act. Sixth, countermeasures is temporary. If the responsible state has done its international law obligation, it must be stopped.

Seventh, countermeasures cannot break the peremptory norms in international law. Eighth, the implication of countermeasures must remain respectful to dispute resolution which is agreed along with the responsible state. As for the ninth restriction, Countermeasures must remain respectful to inviolability for diplomatic agent or consular, premises, archives and documents.

Beside all those matters, ARSIWA commentary also added some other guidelines: that countermeasures is reversible, preceded by request toward country which should be responsible to obey and execute their obligation, and it must be completed with legitimate notification to country offender about countermeasure which need to be taken and negotiation with injured state which in this case is the offender of countermeasure. The important thing is if international wrongful act for prosecutor country did not happen, even there are disadvantages the countermeasure would not be legal. For instance, what Libya did to England in 1971 was unlawful because England failure to prevent Iran occupation over Persia gulf was not international law breach and it was not offense to Libya either.

Still related to limitation of unilateral countermeasures, application of countermeasures must consider necessity and proportionality principle. Necessity means countermeasures as last resort when another way to demand obedience of wrongdoer state failed or ineffective. Proportionality is used to guarantee equivalence between offender and injured party. Difficulties are often found in terms of measuring equivalent criteria within qualitative standard for breach effect and quantitative standard for gravity of wrongful act. In the case of Gabčíkova Nagymaros project, international court found that Checolovaska action was not proportional since its countermeasure effects have lifted out Hungary over right for an equitable and reasonable share of the natural resources of the Danube.

Article 51 ARSIWA 2001 stipulates that: “Countermeasures must be commensurate with the injury suffered, taking into account the gravity of the internationally wrongful act and the rights in question.”

In Nautilia case, arbitration states that: “even if one were to admit that the law of nations does not require that the reprisal should be approximately in keeping with the offence, one should certainly consider as excessive and therefore unlawful reprisals out of all proportion to the act motivating them.”

This article ask injured state to consider two things namely the gravity of the internationally wrongful act, and the rights in question. “the rights in question” has wide meaning, not just about breach effect of injured state but also the right of responsible state, even other countries which could be affected by countermeasure that done by injured state.

---
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Countermeasures by Third Party in International Law

Based on previous explanation, it seems that countermeasures done by injured state have been accepted in International law, unlike countermeasures by third party. There are a lot of arguments related to this third party countermeasures legality.

Third-state countermeasures concept appeared along with law doctrine that weight of internationally wrongful acts is not the same. In 1915, Elihu Root distinguished wrongful acts that affect injured state directly from those that affect all country. This idea developed toward the end of World War II. There was responsibility distribution that is responsibility applied to breach duty that significantly affects international community and responsibility for breach duty that affects directly to injured state. Formulation of article 53 on peremptory norms (jus cogens) also International court decision in Barcelona traction light case confirmed the idea. In this case, the court distinguished obligations in the observance and the protection of which all States have an interest from obligations "arising vis-à-vis another State in the field of diplomatic protection.

Many opinions on qualification of international law breach duty summarized by Linos-Alexander Sicilianos are: first, the breach of obligation comes from bilateral relationship in which directly in-jured state confronts default state which com-mits internationally wrongful act, as regulated in article 42 of ARSIWA. Second, the Breach of obligation comes from multilateral relationship. ILC calls this obligation as interdependent obligation or erga omnes partes or collective obligation. The implementation of this obligation by all participant states becomes a sine qua non condition; therefore, the breach of obligation done by a state in this agreement will influence the interest of other participants and disrupt the objectives and the functions of the proposed agreement. Obligations related to the environment, the security of a region (including disarmament, a regional nuclear-free-zone treaty or a regional system for the protection of human rights) include this category.

Third, the obligation comes from universal relationship. This obligation is often called as erga omnes obligation, the obligation is possessed by the whole international society. The difference between this obligation and erga omnes partes obligation is that erga omnes partes obligation only belongs to certain states, for instance regional agreement regarding Human Rights protection. On the other hand, erga omnes obligation universally belongs to all states. This is where the states that are not directly or not individually affected by the act done by de-faulting state appear. These states are not directly harmed; however, they are affected by the act done by defaulting state.

International Court in Barcelona Traction case acknowledged the existence of certain global obligations of erga omnes where all states have legal interest. ILC also had codified them in ARSIWA 2001, which broadens the concept of alleged injured state by permitting non directly injured parties to do countermeasure. This matter is regulated in article 48 section (1) of ARSIWA 2001 regarding invocation of responsibility by a state other than an injured State which determines as follows:

"Any State other than an injured State is entitled to invoke the responsibility of another State in accordance with paragraph 2 if: (a) the obligation breached is owed to a group of States including that State, and is established for the protection of a collective interest of the group; or, (b) the obligation breached is owed to the international community as a whole."
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Although on article 48 sections (1) is believed as something progressive, it blows various questions such as how come a state that is not injured has the right to file indictment of responsibility to another state? What is the legal ground which gives legitimation to their remedial action? This matter is contradictory with the most basic principle in law that when there is no legal interest infringed there is no right of action (‘pas d’intérêt, pas d’action’). The answer of this question is that legal ground of remedial action opposes responsible state just because they are the part of international society, that is permitted to act based on action popularis. The formulation of other than injured state is better replaced by the term like objective and subjective injured state or using the term directly injured and indirectly injured state.

The suggestion is introduced since the term other than injured state is too broad and multi-interpretation. Who is considered as other than injured state? How come those who are not injured state file the prosecution? The terms objective and subjective injured state or indirectly injured state are more acceptable since there is word ‘injured’. Based on the law, injured parties have authority to file the prosecution. International law has accepted the concept of indirectly injured state. International crime is the crime toward all humans. The victims are all humans too either directly injured state or injured state.

Some supporting reasons of the third state countermeasures’ are as follows: first, the reality of erga omnes obligation. In Barcelona case, the international court explicitly distinguished the state obligation toward international society totally from another obligations. For examples; diplomatic protection norm, prohibition of aggression acts, genocide, and certain principles which govern human basic rights including the protection of slavery and racial discrimination. The acknowledgement of erga omnes doctrine continued to the next decisions of the International Court such as; in the East Timor case about self determination right as well as in Bosnia case in which the court emphasized the obligation to prevent and to punish the perpetrator of genocide as erga omnes.

Furthermore, in Gabcikovo - Nagymaros Project case, the International Court judge, Weeramantry, stated through his separated opinion that some concepts of environmental law such as sustainable development concept are erga omnes. The acknowledgement of erga omnes created a legal consequence which makes every state has the legal standing and interests. It made every state possibly make de-mands, in line with actio popularis doctrine. This doctrine, which came from Roman, enables every member to take a part to protect the common interest of the community though he did not injured directly.

Second, the Regime of bilateral and collective law enforcement is inadequate. Related to this case, Charley specifically described three situations justifying the countermeasures conducted by the third party.

The first situation is when there is no directly injured state which traditionally has legal standing for remedy such as when genocide attacks certain minority group which belongs to the same state with the perpetrator. The second situation is when there is injured state but it does not afford to do aggression to the injured state territory. The third situation is when there is injured states which has interests and theoretically can file a remedy but they cannot due to more powerful offender states. Consequently, effective remedy cannot be reached.

In addition, the mechanism of collective law enforcement usually is not effective.

Even though the UN Security Council have the authority to impose sanctions, it is limited to some situations which considered peace threat, breach and aggression crime. The incap-
ability of UN to enforce international law strengthen
the solving argument through unilateral coun
termeasures.  

Despite many supports, the countermeasures of the third party receive some refusals. The first refusal is potential right abuse. Since the obligation of erga omnes has not been well defined yet, there is a worry that the third party would wrongly interpret its interests on behalf of protecting erga omnes values. Furthermore, currently there is no adequate control from the judicial or international politics institution to this third state countermeasures both by international convension and the international behavior law.

This condition raises the stake to create a serious breach dominated by some powerful states which take a part like a world police or prosecutor. They feel free to use the discretion to select the target state. They can freely decide which action that will be taken as Weil postulated in his observation:

“That would mean that any state, in the name of higher values as determined by itself, could appoint itself the avenger of the international community. This under the banner of law, chaos and violence would come to reign among States, and international law would turn on and rend itself with the loftiest of intentions.”

The second argument is that the third state countermeasures will potentially trigger conflicts between the existing enforcement mechanisms and will limit directly injured states choices to earn remedy.

The concern on the misuse of Article 48 by the third party to do countermeasures excessively to defaulting state is based on sensible reason since ARSIWA left a lot of questions for its legality and limitation to the implementation of Article 48. Chapter II about countermeasures consists of Article 49-54. Article 49-53 are appointed to explain further about Article 42 on Invocation of responsibility by an injured state, it is not meant to explain further on Article 48 on Invocation of responsibility by a State other than an injured State. According to Pierre Marie Dupuy, those articles are not suitable to explain Article 48.

Article 54 of ARSIWA entitled Measures taken by States other than an injured State mentions:

“This chapter does not prejudice the right of any State, entitled under article 48, paragraph 1, to invoke the responsibility of another State, to take lawful measures against that State to ensure cessation of the breach and reparation in the interest of the injured State or of the beneficiaries of the obligation breached.”

Commentary from Article 54 does not provide the appropriate and expected explanation either; thus, experts of law stated that ILC implements saving clause policy as countermeasures regulation by the third party. Further explanation related to the implementation of countermeasures by third party or state other than injured state is highly required in order to prevent abuse of this Article and trigger new breach of international law.

Regarding the pros and cons for third state countermeasure as mentioned above, the solution provided is that the mechanism of law enforcement to erga omnes is done collectively, comprehensively, centrally and efficiently under the command and oversight competent international authority. Unfortunately, this kind of mechanism can only be found if there is world government under international legal system, which until now has not yet been realized. The proposal that third states remedies needs to be in collective regime is not adopted in ARSIWA. This proposal tries to prevent; therefore, every country has freedom to do unilateral countermeasure without realizing the consequences that in fact they are unlawful.

Despite the numerous shortcomings in ARSIWA, contemporary international law has
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been enriched with new principles, new provisions, and new concepts of breach of obligations with legal consequences. Today, International law recognizes not only the principle of reciprocity between two countries but also a new mechanism that allows parties to not directly impair those who hold accountable. This is necessary along with the lack of compulsory jurisdiction in international law. With the recognition of this new mechanism, international law no longer protects only sovereign states but also individuals and people.61

Conclusion

Based on the result of the conducted analysis, there are two conclusions: First, Countermeasures by injured state has been widely accepted both in international treaties, customary international law and court decisions. Second, countermeasure done by the third party is new development from international law approved in Article 48 of ARSIWA Year 2001 when there was erga omnes breach. Its legality is based on the doctrine of actio popularis. However, this article still requires further regulation regarding the limitation of its application in order to avoid misuse for the interest of the third party concerned.

Suggestion

Further regulation of countermeasures by third parties is necessarily required in relation to application of restrictions to prevent it from abuse.
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